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■

Life-long quality
Solid wood planks are the best and most
durable ﬂooring product available.

Thanks to berthold’s meticulous selection

of raw materials, its use of state-of-the

art machinery and technology, its highly
qualiﬁed staff and uncompromising
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your money.
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■ Product description

Solid wood planks are milled from one solid piece of
wood. This is the main difference between them

■ Dimensions

Exact ﬁtting is a top priority for berthold.

and all types of engineered ﬂooring. Engineered ﬂoors

We guarantee the following tolerances : max. 0.5 mm

are stacked together and then glued.

two planks. Constant electronic and manual controls

on all four sides. This makes possible a time- and

quality possible.

are made of three to seven layers of thin wood that

Solid wood planks are milled with tongue and groove
cost-saving continuous installation. Slightly bevelled
edges on all four sides rule out variations in board

height, often referred to as »overwood«, and guarantee an even surface. An exact ﬁtting of the planks

is achieved by slightly bevelled and backcut tongues
and grooves. Stress grooves on the bottom side of

the planks prevent them from cupping or buckling.

in width, max. 0.2 mm of height difference between

guarantee the highest degree of precision and

■ Moisture content

berthold solid wood planks have a moisture

content of 9 % (± 2 %), the optimum value for the

intended use. Each plank is measured and rejected
if its moisture content exceeds the limits set.

The planks are then packed in shrink foil as a pro-

Solid wood plank

Slightly bevelled edges
on all four sides rule
out variations in board
height (overwood).

tection against further ﬂuctuations in moisture
content.

■ Species

berthold solid wood planks are available in a broad
range of species and grades. Grading is based
Stress grooves
on the bottom
side reduce
plank cupping
or buckling.

›Clip‹planks

Slightly bevelled and backcut grooves and tongues
serve to ensure that
the planks fit exactly.

on norms developed by berthold.

Please see to pages 28 – 54 for further details.

The pictures shown in this catalogue do not document
all characteristics of solid wood planks.

Solid wood planks are a natural product and they

©

German Patent No. 29916872.7

cannot be compared with the uniformity of an

engineered product. Despite strict controls it is possible that certain planks may show ﬂaws which

were overlooked or classiﬁed as insigniﬁcant in the
grading process. These ﬂaws include slight cracks,

split or roughed-out knots, uneven colour or structure.
Planks are firmly joined together
with rugged stainless steel clips.

›Click‹planks

which distinguishes an authentic wood ﬂoor from
its artiﬁcial substitutes.

The ›Click‹profile all the way
around the plank guarantees
that planks are always firmly
and safely joined together.

Product

Indeed, many customers see these ﬂaws as part

of the special charm of solid wood planks, a feature

©

Patent No. 10001076
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It is not possible to fully rule out these natural ﬂaws.
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Product

■ Finishes

berthold offers three ﬁnishes :

natural oil, lacquer and hard-wax oil.
Natural oil. The planks are impregnated with
natural oil, their surface remains natural.

Advantage : pleasant surface feel, easy to repair.

Disadvantage : require intensive care.

Lacquer serves as a protective layer of artiﬁcial
resins for the surface.

Advantage : easy to care for.

Disadvantage : scratches are more apt to show,
and are difﬁcult to repair.

■ Hardness categories

The durability of a wood ﬂoor depends mainly

on the wood species used. The hardness of a wood
species reﬂects its robustness. In physical terms,

the density of a wood species indicates its hardness.
Density is deﬁned as a given material’s ratio of
mass to volume, measured in g/cmD.

Put more simply : the higher a material’s density,

the heavier it is – the heavier, the harder – the harder,
the more durable. The following table shows the

density (g/cmD) of wood species offered by berthold
at an indoor humidity level of 12 % :

Wood species

Density (g/cmD) Category of hardness

the planks and makes for a rugged surface.

Nordic pine

0.52

easy to care for.

Douglas ﬁr

Hard-wax oil at the same time permeates

Advantage : pleasant surface feel, natural look,
Disadvantage : cannot be repaired as easily as

natural-oil planks.

Nordic spruce
Alder

American cherry
Finnish birch

Siberian larch

Honduran pitch pine

Natural oil

Ash
Elm

American walnut
Beech
Oak

Canadian birch
The planks are impregnated with natural oil,
their surface remains natural.

Lacquer

Hard maple
Hornbeam
Kempas
Merbau

Jatoba

0.47

1 – soft wood

0.52
0.56
0.58
0.58
0.59
0.63
0.65

2 – hard wood

0.65
0.65
0.68
0.71
0.71

3 – very hard wood

0.72
0.73
0.84
0.85
0.90

Our table indicates approximate values only,
because real hardness values vary in relation to the
individual growth conditions of every tree.
Lacquer makes for a protective layer
of artificial resins on the surface.

Hard-wax oil

Hard-wax oil at the same time
permeates the planks and makes for a rugged surface.

Product
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■

Screws or nails, clips, glue –
three solutions for every installation
Screw or nail-down on a wooden subﬂoor (case 1)
The traditional way to install solid wood ﬂoors

is to screw or nail them down on a wooden subﬂoor
made of softwood battens.

Softwood battens are laid on impact sound

insulation strips (e. g. elastic palm-ﬁber strips)
in order to reduce noise.

The spaces between the softwood battens are ﬁlled
with insulating material (e.g. pulp ﬂakes – a natural

material with excellent thermal insulation properties).
In planning a new building, it is important not

to use concrete ﬂooring if this installation method
is to be employed.

More details on this type of installation on pages
20 and 21.

solid wood plank

subfloor construction
made of softwood battens

Screw or nail-down on wooden subﬂoor
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Application

insulating material

impact sound
insulation strips
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Application

Clip-down on screed (case 2)

If you have a concrete subﬂoor and you want to

avoid gluing, you can opt for a ﬂoating installation in
which the ﬂooring is not attached to the subﬂoor.
berthold ›Clip‹planks© are the perfect solution

for this case: The planks are joined together with
stainless steel clips. There is no need for screws
or glue.

berthold ›Clip‹planks© are the perfect alternative

for the quick and easy renovation of old buildings with
concrete ﬂoors.

More details on this type of installation on
pages 22 and 23.

solid wood plank

screed

cork layer

berthold Clip to the ground ©

Clip-down on cork layers

Application
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Honduran pitch pine select
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Application

Glue-down on screed (case 3)

Solid wood planks can also be fully glued down

on concrete ﬂooring. berthold ›Click‹planks© are the

›Click‹

best solution for this particular case : The ﬂoor

is only 16 mm high, and it features a special joining

mechanism which guarantees a perfectly parallel
and snap-ﬁt installation of the planks.

More details on this type of installation on
pages 24 and 25.

solid wood plank with ›Click‹

screed, glue layer

Glue-down on screed

Application
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Installation with screws or nails

Moisture
barrier

Felt layer

Pulp
insulation

Fill-in

Noisereducing
strips

Screed
Installation on OSB boards over concrete.

20

Installation on softwood battens over screed.
Cost-saving standard method.

Installation on cross-over softwood battens over screed.
Marked noise reduction. You can easily compensate for subfloor
irregularities by using firring at the points where the softwood
battens cross.

Installation with softwood battens over a wooden beam ceiling.
Used in old buildings.

Installation on softwood battens over a wooden beam ceiling.
Used in new buildings.

Installation

berthold solid wood planks

Installation

■ … for professional installation

Installation consists of three steps –

preparation of the ground, construction of the
wooden subﬂoor and the installation itself.
Preparation of the ground

Ground irregularities are levelled out or compensated
for by ﬁrring the wooden subﬂoor construction.
A moisture barrier is installed to block

incoming moisture (e. g. PE plastic ﬁlm 200 µ).
Construction of the wooden subﬂoor

We recommend using only kiln-dried softwood battens.
A useful and cost-saving standard size is 4 x 6 cm.

The grooves of the starting row must point to

strips. We recommend palm-ﬁber strips which can

to the wall and screw the planks from the top into

The softwood battens are ﬂoated on noise-reducing
be stapled or glued to the bottom side of the softwood
battens.

Generous cuttings in the softwood battens are used to
leave room to overbuild feed lines on the raw ground.
The spaces between the softwood battens depend

on the wood species and thickness of the wood planks
to be installed. As a rule, these spaces should not
exceed 40 cm.

Softwood battens should always be laid out with an
overlap of 20 cm.

Hollow spaces between softwood battens must

be ﬁlled in with a suitable material. We recommend
pulp ﬂakes.

Installation of the planks

The planks are taken out of the packaging foil and

installed directly. It is not necessary to acclimatize the

the wall. Make sure that the starting row is parallel
the wooden subﬂoor (see picture below).

The following plank rows are secretly screwed or
nailed through the tongue (screw or nail size

3.5 x 50 mm). Screws or nails thus remain invisible.
In general, the top ends of the plank do not need
to lie on the softwood battens. We do, however,

recommend that you secure the joint of two top ends
between two softwood battens using a continuous
plank from the next row (see picture above).
The planks are joined using a tapping block.

They should be secured with a ﬁrmer chisel while
being screwed down.

Check regularly during installation to ensure that
rows are parallel to each other!

The last row is again screwed into the softwood
battens from the top, like the starting row.

planks because they are already kiln-dried to 9 %

as delivered.

Planks from different packages and lengths should

be mixed in order to achieve a more uniform ﬂooring
appearance.

The gap between the wall and the starting row

(10 to 15 mm) is secured with wedges that are removed

after installation is complete.

Installation
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■

Installation with clips

Direction of installation

22

1.

If necessary, spread a moisture barrier (200 µ plastic sheeting)
and run it a few inches up the wall. Then spread out cork layers for
sound insulation.

2.

Push the clips together, forming chains, and lay these chains onto
the cork layer at intervals of 70 cm. Attention : The bearing point
of the clip has to point in the direction of installation. The first clip
has to be cut in half. Use wedges to secure the necessary expansion
gap to the wall (10 to 15 mm all around the room).

3.

After that, push the groove of the following plank into the tongue
of the next plank and snap it into the clip using a tapping block or
your hand. Tip : Should there be any small ground irregularities,
place a brick trowel under the clip in order to make sure that the clip
really is engaged.

4.

The top ends of the planks have to be glued. The adhesive should
be placed only in the middle of the lower side of the groove.
Attention : Never glue the planks on the longitudinal side !

5.

Now cut the last row to fit, making sure to preserve the necessary
expansion gap to the wall. This last row may be glued on the
longitudinal side of the planks. Planks can be pressed together more
easily using a jemmy bar. Use wedges to secure expansion gaps.

6.

After the adhesive has dried, remove the wedges and cover
the expansion gaps with moldings.

Installation
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■ … the conditions required

To make sure that you get years of enjoyment

from your ›Clip‹planks©, you should bear the following

principles in mind :

Principle No. 1

Principle No. 3

The subﬂoor must have three characteristics :

The degree to which your ﬂoor will expand and

it has to be dry, even and ﬁrm.

1. The subﬂoor has to be dry. If you are using a concrete ﬂoor,

contract depends on the indoor climate. When installing
the ﬂoor and afterwards we recommend maintaining
air humidity levels of 50 to 65 %.

its moisture content must not exceed 2 % ; should you

This ensures that ﬂoor expansion and contraction remain

a risk of rising moisture, you will have to use a moisture

to gaps. Check humidity with a hygrometer.

be using an anhydride ﬂoor, the value is 0.5 %. If there is

barrier (200 µ of plastic sheeting). If this is not done,

invasive moisture can cause the planks to swell and the

within reasonable limits. Persistent dryness may lead

Relative
air humidity

Humidity values
for wood

2. The subﬂoor has to be even. Over one meter, height

85 %

18.1 18.0 18.0 17.9

and over 10 meters : 12 mm. If this is not the case,

75 %

14.7 14.5 14.3 14.0 13.9 13.5

surface may be »pushed upwards«.

variations must not exceed 3 mm, over four meters : 9 mm,

the ﬂoor will have to be levelled out. Otherwise there is

a risk of hollow spaces below the planks, which may cause
footstep noise or creaking.

3. The subﬂoor has to be ﬁrm.

Principle No. 2
An expansion gap of 10 to 15 mm has to be left to

the walls and all other ﬁrm building elements (door case,
heating tubes, chimney shaft etc).

The reason: solid wood ﬂoors need room in the width

80 %
70 %

65 %

60 %

17.5

17.1

16.2 16.0 16.0 15.8 15.5 15.1

13.2 13.1 13.0 12.8 12.4 12.1

12.0 12.0 11.8 11.5 11.2 11.0
11.0 10.9 10.8 10.5 10.3 10.0

55 %

10.1 10.0 09.9 09.7 09.4 09.1

45 %

08.6 08.4 08.3 08.1 07.9

50 %
40 %
35 %

30 %

09.4 09.2 09.0 08.9 08.6 08.4
07.8
07.0

07.7

07.5

07.3

07.0

07.5

06.6

06.9 06.7 06.4 06.2 05.8

06.2 06.1 05.9 05.6 05.3 05.0

Temperature in °C 10°

15°

20°

25°

30°

35°

As long as your indoor climate is within the optimal range,
gaps or buckling of your solid flooring is unlikely. Tip : Use a hygrometer.

dimension (not in length) to be able to expand and

contract in response to the humidity of the surrounding
air. Expansion of the wood can push the ﬂoor upwards

if there is not enough room for it to expand on the sides.

Installation
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■

Installation with glue

1.

Saw off the tongue of the starting row of planks.

2.

Check and prepare the ground. Spread the glue on the ground as
indicated by the manufacturer and install the starting row.
Make sure that the expansion gap between the wall and the starting
row is large enough and then secure it with wedges.

3.

The snap-in principle makes it easy to join the top ends
of the planks either by hand or using a tapping block.

4.

Insert the tongue of the second row with an angle of 15 ° into
the groove of the starting row. When the plank is pressed into the
glue bed, the planks will snap into one another.
The click principle automatically produces a gap-free and parallel
joint between the installed rows.

5.

Make sure that the top ends are joined together exactly,
otherwise the click system will not work properly.

6.

Remove the wedges after installation and close
the expansion gaps with moldings.

Installation
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Installation

■ … the correct use of glue for installation

If you opt for the glue-down installation method,
we recommend that you use ›Click‹planks©.

The click principle is the easiest way to achieve exactly
parallel installation rows.

You will always be successful in installing a solid wood
ﬂoor if you use berthold ›Click‹planks©.

Three principles have to be borne in mind :

Principle No. 1

Principle No. 2

The subﬂoor has to be suitable for gluing. For this

An expansion gap of 10 to 15 mm has to be left to the

installation method, three characteristics are required :
1. The subﬂoor must be dry.

If you are using a concrete ﬂoor, its moisture content

must not exceed 2 % ; if you are using an anhydride ﬂoor,
its moisture content should not exceed 0.5 %.

If these values are not observed, rising moisture may
cause the planks to swell and the surface may be
»pushed upwards«.

2. The subﬂoor must be even.

walls and all other ﬁxed building elements.

You should only use adhesives which are explicitly made

for gluing solid wood. It is essential to observe the

manufacturer’s instructions when you are applying
the adhesive.

Principle No. 3
The degree to which a solid wood ﬂoor will expand
and contract depends on the indoor climate.

Over one meter, height variations must not exceed 3 mm,

When you are installing the ﬂoor, and afterwards,

If this is not the case, the ﬂoor has to be levelled out.

50 to 65 %. This keeps ﬂoor expansion and contraction

over four meters : 9 mm, and over 10 meters : 12 mm.

3. The subﬂoor must be ﬁrm.

we recommend that you maintain air humidity levels of
within reasonable limits. Check air humidity with a
hygrometer.

On areas up to 4 m of width, ›Click‹planks© are also suitable
for floating installation.

solid wood plank 16 mm

cork layer 2 mm

Installation on cork layers,

upbuilt height 18 mm (›Click‹planks © 16 mm, cork layer 2 mm).

Installation
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■

Care of solid wood ﬂoor

■ Precautionary measures

Avoid rough dirt.

Please note :

such as sand or small stones.

or micro-ﬁber cloths) on oiled surfaces.

Protect the surface from scratches (e. g. use

The more you polish the ﬂoor, the better the result.

Remove abrasive or sharp-edged matter
Do not let water accumulate.

felt pads under all furniture and chair legs).

■ Care of ﬂoors

with a natural oil ﬁnish

First care :

Right after installation, sweep or vacuum the ﬂoor

Never use fat-solvent cleaners (such as curd soap

They could destroy the protective oil layer.

You can even use abrasive materials to eliminate

stains, as long as you apply a new layer of oil on the
surface afterwards.

■ Care of ﬂoors

with a lacquer ﬁnish

in order to remove rough dirt and sand.

You should remove dust or dirt by sweeping and

on the ﬂoor and polish it. Do not step on the ﬂoor

ﬂoor, use a cleaner recommended for lacquered

Do not damp-mop the ﬂoor! Spread a thin layer of oil
for four hours. During the ﬁrst days, avoid rough dirt
and damp-mopping.
Regular care :

The best way to remove dust or dirt is to sweep

and vacuum-clean your ﬂoor. If you wish to damp-mop
the ﬂoor, use solvent-free oily soap.

vacuuming your ﬂoor. If you wish to damp-mop the
ﬂoors (e. g. parquet cleaner).

■ Care of ﬂoors

with a hard-wax-oiled ﬁnish

In contrast to the natural-oiled ﬂoors, no ﬁrst care

Work with two buckets, one to rinse the dirty cloth

is called for here.

In given cases, you can remove rough dirt with a

For regular care, please note the following :

in clear water and another for the water-soap-solution.

mop or the reverse side of a kitchen sponge, using a
concentrated soap solution.
Renewing the finish :

Clean the dirty surface with a mixture of intensive

cleaner and water. Remove dissolved dirt with a cloth.

You should remove dust or dirt by sweeping and
vacuuming your ﬂoor. If you wish to damp-mop

the ﬂoor, use solvent-free oily soap. To maintain the
ﬂoor’s silky gleam, add wax-ﬁnish to the cleaning

water from time to time (e. g. every ﬁfth cleaning).

Let the ﬂoor dry for four hours. Then apply a

new layer of oil, and your ﬂoor will gleam again !

Care
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Oiled surface
0

■

Oiled surface
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Hard maple select

■

Origin :

Canada.

Grading :

As a rule knot-free ; with pin knots

Hardness :

0

Category 3 (very hard wood).

and minor colour ﬂaws and mineral pockets.

10

20

40

50 cm

Hard maple nature
Origin :

Canada.

Grading :

As a rule knot-free ; with pin knots,

Hardness :

Category 3 (very hard wood).

larger colour ﬂaws and mineral pockets and brown stain
on up to 25 % of the plank surface.

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

›CLICK‹

›CLICK‹
Thickness : 16 mm
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Widths : 136 / 156 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 16 mm

Widths : 136 / 156 mm (surface width)
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Oiled surface
0

■
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Hard maple rustic
Origin :

Canada.

Grading :

As a rule knot-free ; with pin knots,

Hardness :

Category 3 (very hard wood).

larger colour ﬂaws and mineral pockets and no limit values
for brown stain.

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

›CLICK‹
Thickness : 16 mm

Widths : 136 / 156 mm (surface width)

Species
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Oiled surface
0

■
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Finnish birch nature
Origin :

Northern Europe.

Grading :

With ﬁrmly encased knots as well

Hardness :

30

Oiled surface

Category 1 (soft wood).

0

■

10
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50 cm

Finnish birch rustic
Origin :

Northern Europe.

Grading :

With ﬁrmly encased knots as well

Hardness :

Category 1 (soft wood).

as slight or levelled cracks on surface and edge knots.

as slight or levelled cracks on the surface, edge knots,

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Species

bark pockets, no limit values for stains.
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Oiled surface
0

■

Oiled surface
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Yellow birch select
Origin :

Canada.

Grading :

As a rule knot-free, with pin knots

Hardness :

Category 3 (very hard wood).

0

■

10

20

30

40

50 cm

Yellow birch nature
Origin :

Canada.

Grading :

As a rule knot-free, with pin knots

Hardness :

Category 3 (very hard wood).

and slight variations in colour.

and no limit values for brown stain.

Thickness : 21 mm

Width : 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Width : 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Width : 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Width : 128 mm (surface width)

Species
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Oiled surface
0

■

Oiled surface

10

20

30

40

Beech, lightly steamed, select
Origin :

Hardness :
Grading :

0

50 cm

■

Central Europe.

Category 2 (hard wood).

As a rule knot-free, with occasional

pin knots and minor colour pockets.

10

20

40

50 cm

Beech, lightly steamed, nature
Origin :

Hardness :
Grading :

Central Europe.

Category 2 (hard wood).

Occasional pin knots,

no limit values for colour stains.

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 15 / 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 15 / 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

›CLICK‹

›CLICK‹
Thickness : 16 mm
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Widths : 136 / 156 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 16 mm

Widths : 136 / 156 mm (surface width)

berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
0

■
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Beech, lightly steamed, rustic
Origin :

Hardness :
Grading :

Central Europe.

Category 2 (hard wood).

With colour stains,

knot holes (up to 3 mm), ﬁrmly encased or larger levelled
knots or cracks and open cracks (up to 2 mm).

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 15 / 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

›CLICK‹
Thickness : 16 mm

Widths : 136 / 156 mm (surface width)
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berthold solid wood planks
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Hard maple select

berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
0
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Hornbeam nature
Origin :

Hardness :
Grading :

Central Europe.

Category 3 (very hard wood).

Light uniform colour, (open) pin knots

up to 3 mm, larger ﬁrmly encased or levelled knots,

dark streaks radiating from the heart.

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Species
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berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
0

■

Oiled surface
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European oak select
Origin :

Hardness :
Grading :

0

■

Central Europe.

Category 3 (very hard wood).

As a rule knot-free, with occasional

10

20

40

50 cm

European oak nature
Origin :

Hardness :
Grading :

Central Europe.

Category 3 (very hard wood).

Knot holes up to 3 mm, ﬁrmly encased

pin knots and minor sapwood at the edges.

larger knots, slight cracks on the surface and knots,

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 /
168 / 188 / 208 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 /
168 / 188 / 208 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 15 / 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 15 / 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

dark streaks and minor sapwood at the edges.

›CLICK‹

›CLICK‹
Thickness : 16 mm
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Widths : 136 / 156 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 16 mm

Widths : 136 / 156 mm (surface width)

berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
0

■
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European oak rustic
Origin :

Hardness :
Grading :

Central Europe.

Category 3 (very hard wood).

Knot holes up to 3 mm, ﬁrmly encased

or levelled larger knots, slight or levelled cracks on surface
and knots, dark streaks, bark pockets and sapwood on
up to 25 % of the surface.

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 /
168 / 188 / 208 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 15 / 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

›CLICK‹
Thickness : 16 mm

Widths : 136 / 156 mm (surface width)
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berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
0

■

Oiled surface
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European ash select
Origin :

Central Europe.

Grading :

As a rule knot-free, with pin knots

Hardness :

Category 2 (hard wood).

and colour variations.
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European ash nature
Origin :

Central Europe.

Grading :

As a rule knot-free, with occasional pin

Hardness :

Category 2 (hard wood).

knots up to 2 mm, no limit values for smaller dark streaks

and dark brown elements of heartwood.

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)
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berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
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European ash rustic
Origin :

Central Europe.

Grading :

(Open) pin knots up to 3 mm, no limit

Hardness :

Category 2 (hard wood).

values for larger ﬁrmly encased or levelled knots,

dark streaks and dark brown elements of heartwood.

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Species
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berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
0
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Alder, steamed, nature
Origin :

Hardness :
Grading :

Central Europe.

Category 1 (soft wood).

Knot holes up to 3 mm, larger ﬁrmly

encased or levelled knots, open cracks up to 2 mm width,

larger levelled cracks, bark pockets.

40

Species

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
0

■
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Elm nature
Origin :

Hardness :
Grading :

20
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Central Europe.

Category 2 (hard wood).

Knot holes up to 3 mm, larger ﬁrmly encased

or levelled knots, cracks up to 2 mm width, pith rays,

greenish and dark brown colour streaks and larger variations
in colour. Streaky appearance.

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Species
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berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
0

■

Oiled surface
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Black cherry select
Origin :

North America.

Grading :

As a rule knot-free, with pin knots,

Hardness :

Category 1 (soft wood).
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Black cherry nature
Origin :

North America.

Grading :

As a rule knot-free, with (many) small

Hardness :

Category 1 (soft wood).

(many) small bark pockets, small colour pockets and

bark pockets, colour pockets and sapwood on up

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

some sapwood on the edges.
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to 25 % of the surface.

berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
0

■

Oiled surface
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American walnut select
Origin :

North America.

Grading :

Knot holes up to 2 mm, larger ﬁrmly

Hardness :

0

50 cm

Category 2 (hard wood).

encased knots, slight variations in colour and occasional
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American walnut nature
Origin :

North America.

Grading :

Knot holes up to 3 mm, larger ﬁrmly

Hardness :

Category 2 (hard wood).

encased or levelled knots, slight cracks in the knots,

sapwood on the edges.

black streaks and sapwood on up to 25 % of the surface.

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)
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berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
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Oiled surface
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Jatoba select

■

Origin :

South America.

Grading :

As a rule knot-free, with larger variations

Hardness :

Category 3 (very hard wood).
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Kempas select
Origin :

South East Asia.

Grading :

As a rule knot-free, with larger variations

Hardness :

Category 3 (very hard wood).

in colour due to dark streaks and use of light brown side

in colour due to the use of heartwood and side boards.

Thickness : 21 mm

Width : 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Width : 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Width : 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Width : 128 mm (surface width)

boards.
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berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
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Merbau select
Origin :

South East Asia.

Grading :

As a rule knot-free, with variations

Hardness :

Category 3 (very hard wood).

in colour (ranging from light to dark auburn), very small
dark or yellow mineral pockets.

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 113 / 128 mm (surface width)

›CLICK‹
Thickness : 16 mm

Widths : 136 / 156 mm (surface width)
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Merbau select

Merbau select

47

berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
0

■

Oiled surface
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German Douglas ﬁr nature
Origin :

Black forest.

Grading :

Firmly encased knots up to 35 x 50 mm,

Hardness :

Category 1 (soft wood).

encased knots up to 15 x 15 mm, minor open edge knots,
occasional cracks on the surface, resin pockets up to

5 x 50 mm, bark pockets up to 2 x 10 mm, a maximum of

four knot dowels per plank, sapwood at the edges.

Thickness : 19 mm

48
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Width : 137 mm (surface width)
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German Douglas ﬁr rustic
Origin :

Black forest.

Grading :

Firmly ingrown and open edge knots,

Hardness :

Category 1 (soft wood).

cracks on the surface, resin pockets, bark pockets, pith,

variations in colour, a maximum of six knot dowels
per plank and no limit values for sapwood.

Thickness : 19 mm

Width : 137 mm (surface width)

berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
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Oiled surface
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Nordic spruce nature
Origin :

Scandinavia.

Grading :

Firmly ingrown and encased knots up to

Hardness :

0

50 cm

Category 1 (soft wood).
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Nordic spruce rustic
Origin :

Scandinavia.

Grading :

Firmly ingrown, encased and open

Hardness :

Category 1 (soft wood).

35 x 50 mm, ingrown knots up to 15 x 15 mm, minor

edge knots, cracks on the surface, resin pockets,

pockets up to 5 x 50 mm, ﬁne hair cracks up to 30 mm

per plank.

Thickness : 19 / 25 mm

Widths : 107 / 137 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 19 / 25 mm

Widths : 107 / 137 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 15 / 19 mm

Width : 107 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 15 / 19 mm

Width : 107 mm (surface width)

open edge knots, occasional cracks on the surface, resin

and a maximum of four knot dowels per plank.

bark pockets, pith and a maximum of six knot dowels

Species
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Oiled surface
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Oiled surface
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Nordic pine nature
Origin :

Scandinavia.

Grading :

Firmly encased and ingrown knots up

Hardness :

0

50 cm

Category 1 (soft wood).
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Nordic pine rustic
Origin :

Scandinavia.

Grading :

Firmly encased, ingrown black knots,

Hardness :

Category 1 (soft wood).

to 35 x 50 mm, ingrown knots up to 15 x 15 mm,

open edge knots, cracks in the surface, resin pockets, pith,

resin pockets up to 5 x 50 mm, bark pockets up to

per plank.

minor open edge knots, occasional cracks in the surface,
2 x 10 mm, pith up to one third of the plank’s length on

variations in colour and a maximum of six knot dowels

a maximum of 20 % per package, and a maximum of

four knot dowels per plank.
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Thickness : 19 / 25 mm

Widths : 107 / 137 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 19 / 25 mm

Widths : 107 / 137 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 19 mm

Width : 107 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 19 mm

Width : 107 mm (surface width)
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Leached and white-oiled surface
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Nordic spruce nature, leached and white-oiled
Origin :

Scandinavia.

Grading :

Firmly ingrown, encased and open

Hardness :

Category 1 (soft wood).

edge knots, cracks in the surface, resin pockets, bark
pockets and pith.

Thickness : 20 mm

Width : 135 mm (surface width)

Species
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berthold solid wood planks

Oiled surface
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Oiled surface
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Siberian larch nature
Origin :

Siberia.

Grading :

Firmly encased and ingrown knots up

Hardness :

0

50 cm

Category 1 (soft wood).
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Siberian larch rustic
Origin :

Siberia.

Grading :

Firmly encased and ingrown knots,

Hardness :

Category 1 (soft wood).

to 35 x 50 mm, ingrown knots up to 15 x 15 mm, minor open

open edge knots, cracks in the surface, resin pockets,

pockets up to 5 x 50 mm, bark pockets up to 2 x 10 mm,

maximum of six knot dowels per plank.

edge knots, occasional cracks in the surface, resin

pith up to one third of the plank’s length on a maximum

bark pockets, pith, variations in colour and a

of 20 % per package, and a maximum of four knot

dowels per plank.
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Thickness : 19 / 25 mm

Widths : 107 / 137 / 185 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 19 / 25 mm

Widths : 107 / 137 / 185 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 15 / 19 mm

Width : 107 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 15 / 19 mm

Width : 107 mm (surface width)
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Oiled surface
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■

Oiled surface
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Honduran pitch pine select

■

Origin :

Central America.

Grading :

As a rule knot-free, mainly side boards,

Hardness :

0

50 cm

Category 2 (hard wood).
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Honduran pitch pine nature
Origin :

Central America.

Grading :

As a rule knot-free, heartwood and

Hardness :

Category 2 (hard wood).

with pin knots, minor resin pockets and small shares of

side boards, with large areas of resin, pin knots and

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 128 / 178 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 128 / 178 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Width : 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Width : 128 mm (surface width)

resin.

resin pockets.

›CLICK‹
Thickness : 16 mm

Widths : 136 / 156 mm (surface width)

›CLICK‹
Thickness : 16 mm

Widths : 136 / 156 mm (surface width)
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Oiled surface
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Oiled surface
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Oak, antique, rustic
Origin :

Hardness :
Grading :

Central Europe.

Category 3 (very hard wood).

Knot holes up to 3 mm, ﬁrmly encased

or levelled knots, slight or levelled cracks in the surface

and knots and sapwood on up to 25 % of the surface.

Note :

This product has the same features

as European oak rustic. The surface is patterned and
oiled in dark brown colour.
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Smoked oak select (heartsmoked)
Origin :

Hardness :

Grading :

Central Europe.

Category 3 (very hard wood).

As a rule knot-free, with occasional

pin knots and minor sapwood on the edges.
Note :

This product has the same features

as European oak rustic. Heartsmoking produces a blackbrown colour.
Warning :

After curing, sapwood is clearly

distinguishable from heartwood.

Thickness : 21 mm

Widths : 128 / 148 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Width : 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Width : 128 mm (surface width)

Thickness : 21 mm

Width : 128 mm (surface width)
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European ash nature

American walnut select
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